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Abstract. Leaves in tropical forests come in an enormous
variety of sizes and shapes, each of which can be ultimately
viewed as an adaptation to the complex problem of optimising the capture of light for photosynthesis. However, the fact
that many different shape “strategies” coexist within a habitat demonstrate that there are many other intrinsic and extrinsic factors involved, such as the differential investment
in support tissues required for different leaf lamina shapes.
Here, we take a macrogeographic approach to understanding
the function of different lamina shape categories. Specifically, we use 106 permanent plots spread across the Amazon rainforest basin to: 1) describe the geographic distribution of some simple metrics of lamina shape in plots from
across Amazonia, and; 2) identify and quantify relationships
between key environmental parameters and lamina shape in
tropical forests. Because the plots are not randomly distributed across the study area, achieving this latter objective
Correspondence to: A. C. M. Malhado
(anaclaudiamalhado@gmail.com)

requires the use of statistics that can account for spatial autocorrelation. We found that between 60–70% of the 2791
species and 83 908 individual trees in the dataset could be
classified as having elliptic leaves (= the widest part of the
leaf is on an axis in the middle fifth of the long axis of the
leaf). Furthermore, the average Amazonian tree leaf is 2.5
times longer than it is wide and has an entire margin. Contrary to theoretical expectations we found little support for
the hypothesis that narrow leaves are an adaptation to dry
conditions. However, we did find strong regional patterns in
leaf lamina length-width ratios and several significant correlations with precipitation variables suggesting that water
availability may be exerting an as yet unrecognised selective
pressure on leaf shape of rainforest trees. Some support was
found for the hypothesis that narrow leaves are an adaptation
to low nutrient soils. Furthermore, we found a strong correlation between the proportion of trees with non-entire laminas
(dissected, toothed, etc.) and mean annual temperature once
again supporting the well documented association that provides a basis for reconstructing past temperature regimes.
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Introduction

Leaves come in a huge variety of shapes and sizes, from
needle-like spikes to almost perfect disks. However, as with
many other leaf traits, it is not straightforward to assign adaptive function to a particular leaf shape because the form of
the lamina represents a solution to the complex “problem” of
optimising light capture and water loss while minimising unnecessary energy expenditure in the production of leaf support structures. Herbivores may also have a significant influence on leaf shape and size although the exact nature of
this causal relationship has remained elusive (Brown et al.,
1991). For example, certain leaf shapes might act as physical barriers to insect herbivory or influence the density or
diversity of herbivores attacking a leaf (Rivero-Lynch et al.,
1996).
The importance of support tissues in determining leaf
shape is clearly illustrated by the strong patterns of association between different leaf shapes and vascular patterns
and biomass investments in vasculature (Dengler and Kang,
2001; Kessler and Sinha, 2004). Of particular importance in
this respect is the distribution of leaf mass from the base to
the tip of a leaf that, in turn, has an important influence on
the amount of investment in support tissues (Niinemets et al.,
2007). For example, an obovate (egg-shaped) leaf, in which
the majority of the weight of the leaf is situated far from the
leaf base, requires a far greater investment in supporting tissues than a cordate (heart-shaped) leaf, where the inverse occurs. Givnish and Vermeij (1976) have argued that the higher
proportion of cordate leaves on vines in forests in Costa Rica
is evidence of how this shape is more likely to evolve when
investment in woody support tissue is not required.
If we consider a leaf lamina (= the expanded portion or
blade of a leaf) purely in terms of the optimisation of water supply to tissues and the amount of biomechanical support for a given biomass investment in the mid-leaf then we
would expect all leaves to be approximately wedge-shaped
(Givnish, 1978). That they are not is clear evidence that other
selective pressures and trade-offs also play an important role
in determining leaf shape in many species. Indeed, Givnish
(1978) speculated that wedge-shaped leaves are not well designed to be efficiently packed on a stem. Furthermore, and
possibly more significantly, self-shading is predicted to be
higher when the light-intercepting area of the leaf is closer
to the axial support, as occurs in more wedge-shaped leaves
(Horn, 1971; Pearcy and Yang, 1998; Pearcy et al., 2005;
Niinemets et al., 2007).
Hence a compromise between the opposing factors of
biomechanical support and minimizing self-shading suggests
that an elliptical or similar shape would tend to be an optimal shape. Although hard to demonstrate in the field due
to the difficulties of measuring light capture of a leaf, this
prediction was conceptually confirmed by Takenaka (1994),
who used a computer simulation to study the possible effects of the length-to-width ratio of a leaf blade and petiole
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009
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length on shoot light capture. The simulation predicted that
higher length-to-width ratios and longer petioles increased
light capture per unit leaf area due to a reduced aggregation
of leaf area around the stem. Interestingly, Takenaka’s (1994)
study also suggested that when the light shines from predominantly higher angles, such as is experienced by leaves in the
understorey, narrow laminas would be favoured.
Lamina shape, through boundary layer effects, is also
thought to have a strong effect on transpiration and photosynthesis under certain environmental conditions (Givnish and
Vermeij, 1976; Givnish, 1978, 1979, 1984). Theory predicts
that broader leaves have a thicker boundary layer of slowmoving, non-turbulent air and slower convective heat loss
and therefore tend to be hotter than ambient air temperature
when exposed to net incoming radiation. All other things being equal, broad leaves will therefore tend to be heated above
air temperature by a wider margin than narrow leaves. This
can be disadvantageous, especially in areas where water is
limiting, because it may lead to higher rates of respiration
and decreased rates of photosynthesis (Lloyd and Farquhar,
2008) through the following mechanism: higher leaf temperatures cause a higher water vapour deficit that, in turn, leads
to increased transpiration/water loss. The plant adaptively responds to this by closing stomata, which has the net effect of
reducing CO2 uptake and reducing the rate of photosynthesis. Higher-than-ambient leaf temperatures may be disadvantageous for the tree because respiration rates increase faster
with increasing temperature than do rates of photosynthesis.
In addition, higher surface temperatures will result in higher
surface water vapour deficit thereby, increasing rates of both
transpiration and water loss.
This elevated temperature effect should be more important for leaves experiencing strong solar radiation, and where
water is in short supply (since transpiration is also an effective mechanism for shedding heat). These environmental pressures are predicted to influence the evolution of both
leaf size and shape in as much as the increased water acquisition costs in dryer areas are predicted to favour smaller,
narrow leaves (Givnish, 1978, 1979, 1984). This theory has
relatively strong empirical support – it is well known that
leaf size tends to decrease toward dry, sunny, or nutrientpoor habitats (Raunkiaer, 1934; Webb, 1968; Givnish, 1984,
1987). However, it should be noted that such correlations are
highly scale dependent (Cunningham et al., 1999).
Leaf laminas do not just vary in terms of length and width.
Many leaves, especially in trees from temperate climates,
also have distinct lobes or serrations, and some blades are almost completely dissected. Lobing and leaf dissection may
be an important adaptation for reducing self-shading and may
even play a role in spreading light to surrounding leaves
(Horn, 1971). Once again, technical limitations have made it
difficult to study light capture under field conditions although
the results of computer simulations suggest that while lobing
per se is not advantageous for light interception, the combined effect of lobing along the length of a stem may have a
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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significant influence on overall light interception of the plant
(Niklas, 1997). Departures from a complete leaf margin may
also influence water dynamics. For example, dissected leaves
(deeply cut or divided blades) are associated with increased
water loss and, by extension, may be less adaptive under low
rainfall conditions or higher temperatures. More generally,
palaeoecological evidence suggests that the evolutionary response of trees to warmer temperatures has been to produce
leaves with fewer teeth, smaller tooth area, and lower degree
of blade dissection (Royer and Wilf, 2006).
The functional basis of reductions in leaf size and width
in areas of low nutrient soil (Cunningham et al., 1999; Fonseca et al., 2000) is less clear than the similar association
with lower rainfall (McDonald et al., 2003). Rodriguez et
al. (1998) suggest that low nutrient soils favour a reduction
in leaf area per se on the basis that leaves with a smaller surface area should be favoured because of the slower growth of
plants on infertile soils. Alternatively, Yates et al. (2008) suggest that the smaller boundary layer of narrow leaves allows
higher transpiration rates when water is plentiful and, in the
case of the fynbos flora of South Africa is an adaptation for
nutrient uptake during winter, and may also provide a benefit associated with the improved coupling of leaf to ambient
temperature during the summer drought period.
Leaf lamina shape is clearly a challenging trait whose evolution has been influenced by several distinct ecological and
physical attributes of the environment in addition to various
physical and physiological trade-offs. It is also obvious that
leaf shape plays a crucial role in determining the light capture
efficiency and hence the rate of carbon conversion of a plant.
Although many studies (see above) of leaf shape have concentrated on small scale experimental studies or computer
simulations, significant insights into its adaptive significance
may also be gained through adopting a macrogeographic approach that seeks statistical associations between different
shape metrics and environmental parameters. This approach
has a long history in botany and palaeontology where the relationship between leaf shape and climate factors has been
intensively studied in some ecosystems.
Macrogeographic studies have recently become possible
in tropical forests with the construction of large interlinked
databases of permanent plots. In this paper we use the RAINFOR database of permanent plots (Peacock et al., 2007) to:
1) describe the geographic distribution of some simple metrics of lamina shape in plots from across Amazonia, and; 2)
identify and quantify relationships between key environmental parameters and leaf shape in tropical forests. Specifically,
we systematically examine qualitative and quantitative variation in lamina shape across the Amazon basin and address
the following hypotheses:
i) Leaves from the Amazon basin conform to the typical distribution of lamina shapes observed in other
rainforests. Namely, they are predominantly entirewww.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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margined with an ovate-elliptical shape, and roughly
three times long as broad.
ii) The proportion of trees in a plot with relatively narrow
leaves (thereby limiting water loss) increases in areas of
relatively low rainfall.
iii) The proportion of trees in a plot with relatively narrow
leaves is greater in areas of relatively low nutrient soils.
iv) The proportion of leaves with non-entire margins (dissected, toothed, etc.) is inversely correlated with mean
annual temperature (Givnish, 1987; Traiser et al., 2005).

2

Methods

2.1

Database construction

Our main source for exploring spatial variation in leaf shape
across the Amazon rainforest is the RAINFOR database
(Peacock et al., 20071 ), which has been constructed using information from 115 permanent plots distributed across eight
South American countries, to which we added 26 data plots
from Guyanas and Suriname compiled by the ATDN network (ter Steege et al., 2003). At the time of data extraction for this study (August 2006) the RAINFOR database
contained 108 720 individual trees ≥10 cm DBH (diameter
at breast height) from 3324 species. The plots used in this
study spanned local and regional environmental gradients
that naturally occur in Amazonia, including mature forests
that are seasonally flooded, water-logged, and non flooded
lowland terra firme forests (90% of plots) on both clay-rich
and white-sand substrates. All sites consisted of apparently
mature forest with natural gap-phase dynamics and a canopy
dominated by non-pioneer species and, furthermore, none of
the plots is believed to have experienced any recent humancaused disturbance. It is important to note that not all data
were available for all plots – plots lacking relevant environmental data were removed from certain analyses. Furthermore, 35 plots were excluded from plot-based analyses because they had >30% of trees that were either unidentified
at species level or for which herbaria/flora data were not
available. The individual plots (n=106) used in this study
range in size from 0.25 to 9 ha (mean ± SD = 1.1±1 ha; median = 1 ha) and in total encompass 116.9 ha of forest. The
number of stems per plot (including undetermined stems)
ranged from 265 to 1168 per ha (mean ± SD = 651±156).
2.2

Quantifying leaf shape

Approaches for quantifying leaf shape can be split into two
broad classes: those using categorical, primarily qualitative
shape categories (e.g. elliptical, obovate, rectangular, etc.)
1 http://www.rainfor.org
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Figure 1

and those describing shape as ratios or other abstract mathematical descriptors (such as perimeter-to-area or length-towidth ratio). Both classes of approach have limitations and it
is hard to compare one to another. Here we use combinations
of the two approaches in an attempt to effectively “capture”
the most ecologically important aspects of leaf lamina shape.
To easily distinguish between the two types of measurement
in the analysis we use the following notation: qualitative
leaf shape category = “shapeCAT ”; quantitative leaf shape index = “I ”. More sophisticated methods based on techniques
such as eigenvector analysis are currently being applied to
leaf shape analysis (e.g. Krieger et al., 2007) but were inappropriate for the present study since the only source of available data for the vast majority of species were low resolution
specimen images from herbaria and floras.
We used two different systems of increasing sophistication
for assigning leaves to qualitative categories. Our initial description of the qualitative shape characteristics (shapeCAT1 )
of our sample population was achieved by assigning specimen images with one of 18 qualitative leaf shape categories used by the Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary
(1997). Although crude, this system was deemed to be an
effective way to provide a general characterization of leaf
shape in Amazonia. Through this method we categorized
2791 species and only excluded undetermined species (475
species) or species where specimen images were not currently available (60 species). In total, data for 83 868 individual trees and 2791 species were available for analysis.
Leaflets from species with compound leaves were considered as the unit of study. The following 18 ordinal categories
were used in the analysis (Fig. 1): 1) bi-falcate-lobed, 2) bilobed, 3) falcate, 4) flabellate, 5) lanceolate, 6) linear, 7) obcordate, 8) oblanceolate, 9) obovate, 10) orbicular, 11) oval,
12) ovate, 13) palm-lobed, 14) reniform, 15) rhomboidal, 16)
tri-lobed, 17) oblong, and 18) elliptic.
For our second shape categorisation system (shapeCAT2 )
we followed the assignment system suggested by the Leaf
Architecture Working Group (1999), in which they describe
the overall shape of the lamina based on the localization of
the greatest width perpendicular to the axis of greatest length.
This results in the following shapes (Fig. 2): 1) ovate: widest
part is in the basal 2/5, 2) elliptic: the widest part of a leaf
is on an axis in the middle fifth of the long axis of the leaf,
3) obovate: widest part is on the apical 2/5, and 4) oblong:
widest part is a zone in the middle 1/3 of the long axis where
the opposite margins are roughly parallel.
This latter system creates less space for assessment bias
but also gives less flexibility for describing the range of observed leaf shapes. We also attempted to reduce variability
caused by the subjective and qualitative nature of the leaf
shape categorization process by restricting the assessment of
all images retrieved from floras and herbaria to a single person – in this case the lead author.
For our quantitative measurement system we decided
to use the simplest ratio-based index (I1 = maximum leaf
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009

Fig. 1. Categorization system derived from the Royal Horticultural
Society Dictionary (1997). The figure shows 14 ordinal categories
(the four lobed categories are not shown).

length/maximum leaf width) for three reasons: first, this is
an exceedingly common metric that has been used in many
studies and therefore would aid in comparison with the literature. Second, some of the leaf specimen images used for this
project did not have accurate scales (although size categories
were available for the vast majority of specimens, Malhado
et al., 2009), and a ratio metric such as the one chosen is necessarily size independent. Finally, the images were often of
relatively low resolution and some specimens were of poor
quality. In cases such as these a simple index still allows an
adequate metric where a more sophisticated method might
be restricted. Since the tip often makes up a significant proportion of the total length, especially in rainforest trees that
frequently possess elongated acuminate tips, we perform all
analyses using both total length and total length minus the
tip section of the leaf (=I2 ). It should also be noted that we
were unable to get a suitable image to calculate the shape index for a few species and the sample size is therefore slightly
lower (2680 species, 75 010 individuals) than for the shape
categories (above).
The length-width index is not straightforward to interpret. For example, if we were to use only the mean I1,2
for each plot important trends may be missed because plots
with different length-width distributions could display similar means. Thus, for the purpose of illustration and analysis,
we follow the methodology of Traiser et al. (2005), and divide our leaf shape index into three ordinal categories: leaves
with an index of ≤1, between 1 and <3, and leaves with an
index ≥3. One of the aims of using these ordinal categories is
to identify the distribution and potential environmental correlates of leaves at either end of the leaf shape continuum
(broad→elongate). Traiser et al.’s (2005) categories may not
do this effectively in the present study because they are based
on European vegetation. For this reason, we also split the
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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We also characterized leaves in terms of whether the margin of the lamina is entire (= smooth and without teeth, Leaf
Architecture Working Group, 1999) or had some form of
teeth or serration (serrate, crenate, serrulate, incised).
2.3

Geographical distribution of leaf shape

We investigated the spatial distribution leaf lamina through
simple comparisons of leaf shape metrics (shapeCAT1 ,
shapeCAT2 , I1,2 ) at a regional level (Table 1). In previous
studies of leaf function in Amazonia using the RAINFOR
database (e.g. Malhado et al., 2009) we found consistent differences in leaf characteristics among four main regions: Region 1, North Amazonia, containing plots from Guyanas,
Suriname and Venezuela; Region 2, Northwest Amazonia,
containing plots from Ecuador, Colombia, and North Peru;
Region 3, Central and East Amazonia, all Brazilian plots
(states of Amazonas and Pará only); Region 4, Southwest
Amazonia, containing plots from Bolivia and South Peru.
2.4

Fig. 2. Leaf Architecture Working Group (1999) categorization system.

dataset based on the mean ratio of length to width for the
sample. Broader leaves (in an Amazonian context) are defined as those with a length to width ratio below one standard
deviation of the mean. Conversely, narrower leaves are defined as those with a length to width ratio above one standard
deviation of the mean. We derived the mean from lengthwidth ratios of all species in our study using measurements
that both incorporated and removed the contribution of the
leaf tip (I1,2 data reported in the result section). These metrics are labelled I1,2,b and I1,2,n respectively. Finally, we
created a compound index of relative narrowness of leaves
within a plot (I1,2,comp =I1,2,n −I1,2,b ).
Leaf size and shape may covary with each other and with
other physical or physiological characteristics of the tree
(Brown et al., 1991) – this may be especially true of very
small leaves where biomechanical tradeoffs relating to the
production of support structures become less relevant. Furthermore, it has already been shown (Malhado et al., 2009)
that the proportion of large-leaved species in the RAINFOR
database decreases with some metrics of water availability.
Thus, in order to control for the potential covariance between
leaf size and leaf shape a sub-set of the data that included
only trees with large leaves (those in mesophyll, macrophyll,
and megaphyll categories – sensu Webb, 1959) was analyzed
separately.

Leaf shape – environmental correlations

We also made a detailed investigation of the potential associations between certain environmental parameters and leaf
lamina shape data. The environmental parameters (independent variables) chosen for our model (annual rainfall, standard deviation of monthly rainfall, maximum climatological
water deficit (MWD; mm), and the length of the dry season,
see Fig. 1, Malhado et al., 2009, in accompanying paper in
this volume) reflect a combination of some of the main environmental variables that are thought to influence the evolution of different lamina shapes and the limited number of
data sources that are currently available for macrogeographic
analysis of Amazonia. We used a time-series (1998–2005) of
monthly rainfall derived from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM 3B43-V6) at 0.25◦ spatial resolution
(following Malhado et al., 2009). We tested the hypothesis
that the proportion of non-entire margins is negatively correlated with ambient temperature using annual mean temperature (◦ C) data retrieved from the weather-station interpolated
BIOCLIM (Bioclimate Prediction System climate database2 ,
Hijmans et al., 2005). As weather stations are sparsely distributed across Amazonia, the satellite-based TRMM provides spatially comprehensive rainfall data and BIOCLIM
provides comparable temperature data.
It should also be recognised that the seven year climate series represents a small sample of current climate, and may
not necessarily represent the historical environments within
which the tree species evolved. Here, we make the assumption that current climate provides a sufficient approximation
of historical climate to pick up any strong environment-trait
correlation. However, due to this assumption we would advise a cautious approach to the interpretation of these results.
2 www.worldclim.org/bioclim.htm
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Table 1. Overview of variables used in this study. The qualitative variables are: the 18 nominal categories from the Royal Horticultural
Society (ShapeCAT1 ); the 4 nominal Leaf Architecture Working Group categories (ShapeCAT2 ); and lamina margin classification (Margin).
The length-width ratio of a leaf (I1 ) and the length-width ratio of a leaf without leaf tip (I2 ) are the basis for the quantitative variables.
Different metrics are used on the quantitative analyses: the mean values for the I1,2 ; proportion of trees following Traiser’s et al. (2005)
categories; and proportion of broad/narrow leaves in relation to the Amazonian context (see Methods). In addition, we also used a shape
variable controlling for the leaf size category. Analyses were performed in three main groups: 1) general description of the data/patterns
(descriptive), 2) study of the regional variation of lamina shape (regional distribution), and 3) study of correlations between lamina shape
and environmental variables (environmental correlations).
Descriptive

Regional
distribution

Environmental
correlations

Source

Qualitative
shapeCAT1 (18 categories)
shapeCAT2 (4 categories)
Margin (entire/not entire)

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Royal Horticultural Soc.
Leaf Architecture Working group
Leaf Architecture Working group

Quantitative
I1 (mean)
I2 (mean)
I1,2 (≤1, 1–3, ≥3)
I1,2 <1 SD=I1,2,b >1 SD=I1,2,n
I1,2,comp
I1,2 (only big leaves)

X
X
X

In the regressions, we used a range of dependent variables derived from our alternative ways of quantifying lamina shape. These variables are (Table 1): the means of
length-width ratios (mean I1,2 ); the proportions of individual trees falling into the three ordinal categories of Traiser
et al. (2005); and the ordinal categories of broad and narrow
lamina shapes defined by the mean and standard deviation of
Amazonian length-width ratios (I1,2,n ; I1,2,b ; I1,2,comp ).
Narrow leaves may also be an adaptation to nutrient poor
soils. We therefore used data on soil fertility (sum of bases
and phosphorus) when these data were available (23–44
plots, Quesada et al., 2009). Malhado et al. (2009) briefly explain the methodology for soil data and Quesada et al. (2009,
in this Special Issue) provide an in-depth description of the
data collection, analyses, and results.
2.5

Statistical analysis

This work follows the same statistical analyses and procedures described in Malhado et al. (2009) taking into account
the spatial clustering of plots (Legendre and Legendre, 1998;
Borcard et al., 2004; Diniz-Filho and Bini, 2005; Rangel et
al., 2006; Dormann et al., 2007). Response variables are proportions and were transformed using an arcsin-square root
transformation. Finally, statistically significant eigenvectors
and climate metrics were entered as explanatory variables
into standard OLS (ordinary least squares) regression models. Furthermore, we tested for an association between the
sum of bases and phosphorus (plot soil fertility data) and
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009

Traiser et al. (2005)
Original
Original

lamina shape variables adjusting for the number of degrees
of freedom using Dutilleul’s (1993) method. All spatial analyses were performed using the software Spatial Analysis in
Macroecology (SAM v2) (Rangel et al., 2006).
Trends in the distribution of lamina shape (see methods)
in relation to the four Amazonian regions (regional analyses) were assessed using a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). These analyses were performed using SPSS 14.0.
3
3.1

Results
Leaf shape characteristics of Amazonian trees

Although leaf lamina shape varied considerably between
species, and even within species found within the same
plot, there is a strong tendency for Amazonian trees to possess leaves that are roughly elliptic (egg-shaped) to oblong.
Based on our analysis (using shapeCAT1 ) of flora descriptions and herbarium specimens, among the 2791 identifiable
species in the database 44.2% are elliptic, 22.1% oblong and
12.8% oval (Table 2). The least abundant shapes are flabellate (0.04% of species) and obcordate forms (0.04% of
species). We also use this nominal categorization to describe
83 908 individual trees in the dataset based on the specieslevel classification. Once again the most abundant form is
elliptic (41.0%) followed by oblong (21.0%) and oval shapes
(13.9%) (Table 2).

www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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When categorized using the zone of the greatest width
that lies perpendicular to the axis of the greatest length
(shapeCAT2 ), 67% of species possess elliptic lamina, 14%
oblong lamina, 13.1% obovate lamina and 5.9% ovate lamina. The leaf shape distribution of individual trees follows
the same overall pattern with elliptic leaves accounting for
68.8% of trees, oblong for 15.6%, obovate for 11.8%, and
ovate for 3.9%.
The quantitative analysis gives a mean length-width ratio
with tip (I1 ) of 2.60±0.02 (mean ± SE, SD = 0.91, n = 2682)
for species and 2.63±0.003 (mean ± SE, n = 75 010) for individual trees. The mean length-width ratio without tip (I2 )
is 2.47±0.02 (mean ± SE, SD = 0.88) for species and 2.48
±<0.001 (mean ± SE) for individuals. Hence, on average,
the tip contributes to 5.8% of leaf length. The most abundant
shape index category (sensu Traiser et al., 2005) are species
and individuals with a ratio of greater than 1 and less than 3
that make up 77.96% of species and 78.47% of individuals of
I1 and similar proportions of I2 . Less than 0.3% of species
and individuals had a I1,2 of less than 1 (leaves wider than
they are long). This proportion is very small because there
are only six species in the database that possess a shape index
of ≤1. These six species (all from different families) with
very wide, round leaves, tended to predominate in Region
4 (Southwest Amazonia). Although this seems like a potentially interesting result, this finding should be interpreted
with caution due to the very low number of species involved.
For the above reasons the results for these indices (Traiser et
al., 2005) will only be briefly reported.
As predicted, lamina shape varies in relation to leaf
size. There are significant differences between the lengthwidth ratios of species (n = 2651) in different size categories
(I1 −F =101.174, df =5, p<0.001; I2 −F =118.292, df =5,
p<0.001). The difference is driven by species with small
leaves (leptophyll, nanophyll) possessing higher ratios than
the other categories (microphyll, notophyll, mesophyll, and
macrophyll).
Leaf shape categories (shapeCAT2 ) are broadly distributed
within and between taxonomic families. This is clearly illustrated by the proportion of families that contain species
in four leaf shape categories (23.2%), three leaf shape categories (26.3%) or two leaf shape categories (20%). Only
30% of the families were characterized by all of their species
belonging to a single leaf shape category – however, the vast
majority of these single-category families contained only
one, two or three species.
The largest (most species rich) families (those with >50
species) in the sample showed similar distributions of species
between the four leaf shape categories (shapeCAT2 ) and, as
for the entire dataset, the most abundant category was trees
with elliptical leaves (Table 3). Three families deviated
slightly from the general trend: Myristicaceae, Rubiaceae,
and Sapotaceae, which seem to have a more even distribution of species between the four leaf shape categories (Table 3). Among the largest families, length-width ratio was
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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Table 2.
Proportion of leaf lamina shape nominal categories (shapeCAT1 ) among Amazonian species (n=2791) and trees
(n=83 868) present in the RAINFOR dataset. This categorization
is derived from the Royal Horticultural Society Dictionary (1997)
(Fig. 1).
Leaf shape
Flabellate
Obcordate
5-lobed
Bi-lobed
Falcate
Rhomboidal
Tri-lobed
Reniform
Bi-falcate-lobed
Lanceolate
Orbicular
Linear
Oblanceolate
Ovate
Obovate
Oval
Oblong
Elliptic

Species (%)

Trees (%)

0.04
0.04
0.07
0.11
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.21
0.29
1.15
1.29
1.72
3.80
5.55
6.09
12.76
22.14
44.2

0.52
0.02
0.07
0.04
0.13
0.11
0.04
0.15
0.29
0.62
1.44
8.17
3.05
4.24
5.25
13.89
20.99
40.98

also broadly consistent within and between families (Table 3). Annonaceae has the highest mean I1 (around 3) followed by Myristicaceae, Burseraceae, Meliaceae, and Lauraceae. The lowest mean ratios (approximately 2.3) characterize the Rubiaceae, Euphorbiaceae, and Melastomataceae
(Table 3). Among the largest (most species rich) families,
only the Annonaceae presents an atypical distribution, with a
relatively high mean length-width ratio.
The vast majority of Amazonian tree species in the
database have entire leaves (98.8%), and only 1.2% of the
species possess non-entire margins – similar figures being
found for individual trees.
3.2

Regional variation in leaf shape

Although variable, the average frequency of lamina shapeaxis (shapeCAT2 ) across 106 plots is consistent with the following decrease in abundance gradient of lamina shape: elliptic, oblong, obovate and ovate (Fig. 3). When the plots
were divided into four Amazonian regions (North Amazonia, Northwest Amazonia, Central and East Amazonia, and
Southwest Amazonia) there is a significant difference among
the regions in the frequency of individual trees with oblong
leaves (F =5.503, df =3, p=0.002). Tukey’s post-hoc test revealed that regions north and northwest have higher proportion of trees with oblong-shaped leaves than the other regions
(central-east and southwest).
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Table 3. Leaf lamina shape physiognomy of the most species rich families (>50 species) in the RAINFOR dataset. The first four columns
present the distribution of the categorical lamina system (shapeCAT2 : ovate, elliptic, obovate and oblong; the Leaf Architecture Working
group), the three final columns represent the mean, the standard deviation and standard error of length-width ratios (I1 ).
shapeCAT2
Families
Annonaceae
Apocynaceae
Burseraceae
Chrysobalanaceae
Clusiaceae
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Lauraceae
Lecythidaceae
Melastomataceae
Meliaceae
Moraceae
Myristicaceae
Myrtaceae
Rubiaceae
Sapindaceae
Sapotaceae
Overall mean

Ovate

Elliptic

Obovate

Oblong

Mean

SD

SE

4.8
4.0
1.5
1.7
18.6
13.0
6.0
2.3
1.3
6.7
0.0
5.9
5.9
4.2
6.1
4.7
0.0
5.1

66.9
74.7
79.4
76.7
60.0
64.0
61.9
78.9
55.0
90.7
58.8
61.8
33.3
86.1
66.1
76.6
58.2
67.6

8.3
14.7
1.5
3.4
14.3
10.0
3.5
13.7
8.8
0.0
13.7
11.8
9.8
6.9
23.5
10.9
35.5
11.2

20.0
6.7
17.6
18.1
7.1
13.0
28.6
5.1
35.0
2.7
27.5
20.6
51.0
2.8
4.3
7.8
6.4
16.1

3.14
2.45
2.83
2.40
2.40
2.37
2.79
2.82
2.55
2.39
2.83
2.56
2.88
2.67
2.34
2.76
2.52
2.6

0.93
0.61
0.70
0.54
0.52
0.61
1.54
0.80
0.70
0.68
0.57
0.65
0.68
0.64
0.66
0.70
0.52
0.7

0.08
0.07
0.09
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.04
0.07

Proportion of each type of leaf shape in each plot

1.00

0.80

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00

Ovate

Elliptic
Obovate
Laminar shape

Oblong

Fig. 3. Distribution of the abundance of lamina shape typesshapeCAT2 (elliptic, oblong, obovate and ovate) in 106 plots. This
is calculated as the relative proportion of each lamina type in relation to the total of described lamina shapes within a plot. The top
of each box represents the 75th percentile, the bottom represents
the 25th percentile, and the line in the middle represents the 50th
percentile (median). The whiskers represent the highest and lowest values that are not outliers or extreme values. Circles represent
outliers and asterisks represent extreme values.
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When we compare means of the quantitative shape indices per plot (I1,2 ) we find no significant difference across
regions. However when the index is split into Traiser et
al.’s (2005) categories there are regional differences in the
proportion of trees with I1,2 (≤1; >1 and <3; and ≥3). These
differences are being driven by plots in the north of the Amazon (Region 1) that have a higher proportion of trees in the
“middle” shape index category (>1 and <3).
Due to the arbitrary nature of Traiser et al.’s (2005) categorization (see Methods) an additional and more ecologically meaningful analysis was performed using two categories based on the proportion of plants falling outside 1
standard deviation of the mean of I1,2 and a compound index representing the relative abundance of narrow or broad
leaves within a plot (See methods). No significant regional differences are found for length-width ratio with
tips (I1,n −F =0.145, df =3, p=0.933; I1,b −F =2.318, df =3,
p=0.080; I1,comp −F =0.703, df =3, p=0.552). In contrast,
significant regional differences are found between regions
for the three length-width indices when tips are excluded
from the measurements (I2,n −F =3071, df =3, p<0.031;
I2,b −F =2.758, df =3, p<0.046; I2,comp −F =4.112, df =3,
p=0.008). These differences are being driven by trees in the
south of Amazonia, a region (Fig. 4) displaying a lower proportion of narrow leaves than the other regions. Interestingly,
this perceived distributional pattern changes when we control for the size of the leaf. The proportion of narrow-leaved
trees (>1 SD of the mean ratio) with big leaves (mesophyll
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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Fig. 4. Map of the proportion of relative narrow-leaves trees
(>1 SD=I2,b ) in each plot organized by frequency categories. For
the purposes of clear visualisation, the positions of some plots
within clusters have been adjusted, and thus may not correspond
to exact geographic location.

and above) is higher in Central Amazonia and Northwest
Amazonia (∼8% and ∼7%, respectively) in comparison with
the northern region (∼4%) and the southern region (∼3%)
(Fig. 5).
There are no significant difference in the proportion
of non-entire margins across the four Amazonian regions
(F =2.129, df =3, p=0.101).
3.3

Leaf shape – environment correlations

Several leaf shape metrics are significantly correlated with
certain TRMM precipitation variables. For the Traiser’s et
al. (2005) categories, only the proportion of trees with a I1,2,b
(broad, rounded leaves) is correlated with total precipitation,
SD of total precipitation, and length of the dry season (Table 4). It is noteworthy that dry season length and total precipitation both appear to act in the same direction. However, as explained above, extreme caution should be taken
in interpreting these results. More meaningfully, a significant correlation was also found between the proportion of
narrow leaves (excluding tip) per plot (I2,n ) and two precipitation variables, total precipitation and length of the dry
season. Likewise a significant correlation was also observed
between the compound shape index (I2,comp ) and maximum
water deficit (Table 4). Analyses of shape indices controlling for the size of the leaf (using the subset of the data with
leaves of mesophyll or above) reveals significant correlations
between relative proportion of narrow leaves (>1 SD, I1,2 )
and all the TRMM variables (Table 5). No correlation is
found for the proportion of non-entire margins and TRMM
variables (Table 5), however, there is a significant (negative)
correlation between mean annual temperature and proportion
of leaves with non-entire margins (Table 6).
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Fig. 5. Map of the proportion of narrow-leaved trees (>1 SD of the
mean) with big leaves (mesophyll and above) in each plot organized
by frequency categories. For the purposes of clear visualisation, the
positions of some plots within clusters have been adjusted, and thus
may not correspond to exact geographic location

Distinct correlation patterns are also apparent between soil
fertility and some quantitative leaf shape metrics. The proportion of trees with more rounded leaves (I1,2 of less than 1)
was positively correlated with sum of bases (Table 6) – once
again this result should probably not be taken at face value
due to the small number of individuals in this category. However, the proportion of trees with broad leaves (I2,b ) was also
positively correlated with sum of bases providing stronger
support for this relationship. Furthermore, for both I1 (with
tips) and I2 (without tips), there was a significant negative
correlation between the compound index (I1,comp ) and soil
fertility/sum of bases (Table 6). Reinforcing this pattern,
there are also two significant correlations between leaf shape
and phosphorus data. The first one is a negative correlation
with I1,comp and phosphorus. The second correlation is between proportion of narrow leaves and phosphorus when leaf
size is controlled for (Table 6).
4

Discussion

The lamina of an average Amazonian tree leaf can be characterized as broadly elliptical, about 2.5 times longer than
wide, and possessing an entire margin. Interestingly, this description is at slight variance with that reported in the literature in as much tropical tree leaves are typically said to be 3
times as long as wide (Leigh, 1975; Bongers and Popma,
1990). Furthermore, Bongers and Popma (1990) describe
the general lamina shape as oblongate, and Turner (2001)
as ovate-lanceolate – although this may be as much due to
widespread variation in terminology as any substantive differences in shape.
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009
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Table 4. OLS regression analysis of leaf lamina shapes of proportion of individual trees (I1,2 ) per plot in relation to environmental variables
(Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission, TRMM), controlling for spatial autocorrelation. Spatial structure was accounted for in all regressions
by adding eigenvector filters produced with the Principal Coordinates of Neighbour Matrices (PCNM) method. These filters were omitted
and 106 plots with measurements for all variables were used. Non-significant results using the Traiser et al. (2005) indices have been omitted.

TRMM data
Total precipitation
SD of total precipitation
Maximum water deficit
Length of dry season
Total precipitation
SD of total precipitation
Maximum water deficit
Length of dry season
Total precipitation
SD of total precipitation
Maximum water deficit
Length of dry season
Total precipitation
SD of total precipitation
Maximum water deficit
Length of dry season
Total precipitation
SD of total precipitation
Maximum water deficit
Length of dry season

I1

I2

Mean length-width ratio
Std. coeff.
T
p

Mean length-width ratio
Std. coeff.
T
p

−1.028
0.307
1.418
0.159
−0.874
0.384
−1.687
0.095
% trees <1
−0.835 −4.467 <0.001
0.595
3.439 <0.001
0.141
0.797
0.427
−0.541 −2.178
0.032
% trees in I1,b
−0.087 −0.319
0.75
−0.319 −1.438
0.154
−0.162 −0.773
0.441
0.136
0.354
0.724
% trees in I1,n
−0.011 −0.037
0.97
0.207
0.873
0.385
−0.169
−0.63
0.53
−0.14 −0.313
0.755
I1,comp
0.218
0.864
0.39
0.088
0.388
0.699
0.229
1.076
0.285
0.226
0.598
0.551

−1.006
0.317
1.756
0.082
−0.524
0.601
−1.656
0.101
% trees <1
−0.763 −4.061 <0.001
0.534
3.071
0.003
0.068
0.381
0.704
−0.528 −2.113
0.037
% trees in I2,b
0.245
0.989
0.325
−0.662 −3.287
0.001
−0.574 −3.091
0.003
0.347
0.998
0.321
% trees in I2,n
0.671
2.858
0.005
−0.222
−1.05
0.296
0.261
1.26
0.211
0.992
2.779
0.007
I2,comp
0.419
1.827
0.071
0.083
0.4
0.69
0.514
2.693
0.008
0.636
1.843
0.068

−0.256
0.317
−0.185
−0.627

The predominance (67% of species and 69% of individuals
overall) of elliptic leaves in Amazonia supports the more geographically localized work of Schneider et al. (2003), who
recorded elliptic leaves for 56–83% of species and 49–97%
of individuals in eight altitudinal transects of mature Andean
forest in Venezuela. More generally, the close concordance
between the proportion of individual trees and species in different qualitative leaf size categories (for example Table 2)
suggests that we can broadly estimate leaf trait abundance
using species (alpha) diversity data.

assessments in Amazonia (Ribeiro et al., 1999). The quantitative analysis of leaf shapes revealed a similar pattern of
relative homogeneity within and between families – all families displaying mean length to width ratios of over 2:1. The
relative homogeneity of leaf shapes in Amazonia supports
the longstanding observation that leaves from unrelated trees
within the same storey tend to be very similar in size and
shape, making them hard to distinguish in the sterile condition (Richards, 1969).
4.1

The most species rich tree families in our sample followed
a broadly similar pattern for the distribution of lamina shape
categories to that of the whole dataset, with elliptic leaves
typically predominating. One of the main exceptions to this
pattern, the Myristicaceae, is in accordance with Gentry’s
(1996) description of the two most common genera having a strong tendency to possess oblong leaves. Similarly,
the slightly higher proportions of obovate leaves observed in
the Rubiaceae and Sapotaceae is broadly in line with previous descriptions (Verdcourt and Bridson, 1976) and field
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009

−0.25
0.392
−0.111
−0.614

Regional patterns

Several significant regional patterns were uncovered in the
current study although their ecological interpretation is less
straightforward than the studies described above. For example, higher proportions of trees with oblong-shaped leaves
were found in the north and northwest as compared to other
regions (central-east and southwest). Since this shape category can contain both broad and narrow oblong-shaped
leaves it is difficult to make any strong inferences about potential function. However, even the seemingly clear result
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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Table 5. OLS regression analysis of relative frequency of narrow leaves controlling for trees with large leaves and proportion of nonentire leaf margins of individual trees (MARGIN) in relation to TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission) variables, also controlling
for spatial autocorrelation. Spatial structure was accounted for in all regressions by adding eigenvector filters produced with the PCNM
(Principal Coordinates of Neighbour Matrices). These filters were omitted and 106 plots with measurements for all variables were used.
Large leaves and I1
TRMM data
Total precipitation
SD total precipitation
Max. water deficit
Length of dry season

% trees in I1,n
Std. coeff.
T
3.047
−2.926
3.333
4.546

0.003
0.004
0.001
<0.001

Std. coeff.

Margin
T

p

0.306
−0.001
−0.273
0.303

1.259
−0.78
−1.319
0.834

0.211
0.437
0.19
0.406

that the central and northwest regions contain a higher proportion of trees with relatively narrower leaves (mesophyll
and above) defies simple explanation. Across broader environmental gradients (e.g. those traversing biomes), narrow
leaves are typically associated with drier conditions, but in
the current study the southwest region is considered as the
driest. This seemingly contradictory finding may simply reflect the crude characterization of four vast and variable areas
of the Amazon. Alternatively, other biophysical factors may
be responsible for driving lamina shape across the basin.
4.2

Environmental correlates

A more direct way of assessing the influence of environmental variables on lamina shape metrics is through spatially corrected regressions. In the present study, such analysis was
performed using both precipitation and soil fertility measurements. A range of significant correlations was found between
the proportion of (relatively) narrower leaves and all four precipitation variables – total precipitation, standard deviation
of total precipitation, water deficit, and length of the dry season. Significantly, these correlations remained when leaf size
was controlled.
However, like the regional patterns, these results defy simple explanation because, taken at face value, they point towards a potential ecological role for narrower leaves in both
drought conditions and in times of high water availability. Interestingly, this is concordant with the recent study of Yates
et al. (2008, p. 383) in South Africa who suggest that the
“small boundary layer associated with narrows leaves (of
Fynbos plants) enables higher transpiration rates when water
is plentiful” thereby enhancing the uptake of nutrients, while
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/

p

0.682
−0.531
0.574
1.451

TRMM data
Total precipitation
SD total precipitation
Max. water deficit
Length of dry season

Large leaves and I2
% trees in I2,n
Std. coeff.
T
0.838
−0.544
0.499
1.54

3.829
−3.068
2.962
4.934

p
<0.001
0.003
0.004
<0.001

also having the “benefit of improved coupling of leaf to ambient temperature during the summer drought period”. With
regard to this last point, narrow leaves can be maintained
close to ambient temperature without substantial transpiration (Gibson, 1998) – unlike broader leaves that lose heat
through evaporative cooling in warm, dry conditions.
The existence of strong regional patterns of occurrence
and a relationship with several precipitation variables suggests that leaf narrowness in large-leaved rainforest trees may
indeed have a strong ecological function. However, the evidence does not support the hypothesis that, in this particular context, narrow leaves are an adaptation to dry conditions. Resolution of this fascinating observation, along with
the finding that dry season length and total precipitation both
appear to act in the same direction, will require more detailed
experimental work on the ecological and physiological significance of differences in length-width lamina ratios. It is
quite possible that leaf width has more than one ecological
function and, like other leaf traits, is subject to various tradeoffs with other aspects of leaf, branch and tree phenotypic
characteristics.
The potential role of narrower leaves in adapting trees to
areas of low soil fertility has some limited support in the
observed correlations between some of the quantitative leaf
shape metrics and plot-based measurements of soil fertility.
The proportion of trees with broad leaves was positively correlated with soil fertility and there was a significant negative
correlation between the compound index of leaf shape and
soil fertility. A lower score on the compound index means
that there are relatively more trees in the broad leaf category
than the narrow leaf category within a plot – thus, as soil
fertility increases the relative frequency of trees with narrow
Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009
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Table 6. Correlations results between leaf shape variables (I1,2 , controlling for leaf size, and Margin) and soil fertility (sum of bases: a)
and phosphorus:) b) and correlation results between MARGIN and temperature: c) All correlations adjusting for the number of degrees of
freedom using the Dutilleul (1993) method. Non-significant results for phosphorus are omitted.
Pearson’s r

Pearson’s r F

df

p

0.367
−0.022
0.014
0.311
−0.26
−0.511

5.537
0.025
0.01
4.617
3.12
9.652

35.6
49.9
50.9
33.6
28.1
27.3

0.024
0.876
0.922
0.066
0.164
0.004

0.321
−0.075
0.066
0.458
−0.243
−0.568

4.936
0.29
0.189
7.43
1.567
9.465

39.5
51.9
52.9
27.9
25.04
19.9

0.04
0.593
0.632
0.011
0.222
0.006

−0.317
−0.36
0.041

2.64
2.949
0.062

23.7
19.81
37.5

0.117
0.102
0.805

−0.686
−0.504

6.975
5.045

7.81
14.8

0.03
0.004

a) Sum of bases variable
I1 -length-width ratio with tip
% trees with index ≤1
% trees with index >1 and <3
% trees with index ≥3
% trees in I1,b
% trees in I1,n
I1,comp
I2 -length-width ratio without tip
% trees with index ≤1
% trees with index >1 and <3
% trees with index ≥3
% trees in I2,b
% trees in I2,n
I2,comp
Others
Large leaves and I1,n
Large leaves and I2,n
% trees with non-entire margin
b) Phosphorus variable
I1,comp
Large leaves and I1,n

c) Correlation between margin and temperature (◦ C) – BIOCLIM dataset
% non-entire leaves

leaves per plot decreases. This negative correlation persists
even when we control for leaf size, a result that supports the
hypothesis that relatively narrower leaves are an adaptation
to low nutrient soils. However, once again this conclusion
should be treated cautiously as similar variables did not produce significant correlations in the present study. Clearly,
more focused studies are required to uncover this relationship.
The strongest and clearest pattern from this analysis is the
finding that the proportion of trees possessing leaves with
non-entire margins (dissected and toothed) is negatively correlated with mean annual temperature. This relationship is
well known over large ecological and spatial scales and has
been used as a reliable ecological indicator of past temperatures (Wilf, 1997). This adds support to the contention that
“leaves make good thermometers” (Wilf, 1997, p. 373), even
in tropical rainforests that show a remarkable conservatism
in leaf form.

Biogeosciences, 6, 1577–1590, 2009

5.521

−0.457

5

21 (n=92)

0.029

Conclusions

The evidence from this study provides weak support for the
hypothesis that narrow leaves in rainforests are an adaptation
to relatively dryer conditions and some support that narrow
leaves confer an advantage on trees growing in low nutrient
conditions. The former is perhaps unsurprising given that the
well documented correlations between leaf size and shape
and precipitation have been observed on much larger geographic scales. Although the plots in this study stretch over
thousands of kilometres they do not incorporate different
biomes. For example, if some forest plots from the Brazilian
cerrado had been included in the analysis it is highly likely
that a much stronger relationship between lamina shape and
precipitation would have emerged.
Finally, it is also important to note that it is conceptually
and practically difficult to distinguish between leaf adaptations to low rainfall and to low soil nutrients for at least four
reasons (Cunningham et al., 1999). First, they may be similar
www.biogeosciences.net/6/1577/2009/
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because the typical physiological response to both environmental conditions is a slowing of growth. Second, nutrientlimited soils can slow root growth, leading in turn to limited
access to water. Third, nutrients are only available to plants
if they are in solution, so low rainfall may restrict the supply
of nutrients to a plant. Finally, slow growth rates of leaves
leave them open to attack by herbivores, which may need to
be countered by increased investment in defensive structures
or changes in shape.
On the other hand, the study provides strong evidence
that lamina shape has distinct regional patterns and that it
is associated, although weakly, with a range of precipitation
variables. Furthermore, this study supports the well-known
association between leaf margin form and temperature – a
macrogeographic association replicated in a tropical rainforest. These findings suggest that we still have a lot to learn
about the adaptive function of different leaf characteristics
in tropical rainforests and that the study of macrogeographic
variation has the potential to challenge accepted theories and
generate new ideas about the relationship between leaves and
their environment.
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